




This article is a case study on reading comprehensions that uses narratives, based on
Kintsch’s Situation model debate. While practicality is often emphasized in the Japa­
nese language education, debate on how classrooms should deal with narrative compre­
hension still lags behind. In this study, 12 intermediate Japanese language learners were
asked to draw a scene from a narrative in the textbook and to explain the scene. Results
reveal not only that the learners demonstrated their narrative comprehension in the
process of drawing and explaining descriptions in the textbook but also that we were
able to observe the co­constructive aspect of their comprehension through this activity.
This indicates that a continuous construction of representation is crucial for Japanese
language learners to deepen their narrative comprehension. Therefore, teachers must un­
derstand not only the accuracy of learners’ comprehension but also the way or approach
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